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Abstract
This paper explores the issue of crisis in Information Systems discipline. It is argued that lack of a clearly shaped identity for the discipline is causing the problem of legitimacy and widespread acceptance that IS discipline is facing. These problems put the discipline in crisis. Three dimensions of crisis are examined, viz., absence of core theories and concepts, lack of rigor and relevance in IS research outputs, and fragmented nature of IS research. It is concluded that IS research community must create an identity for itself for a better future.
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Introduction
The discipline called Information Systems (IS) has its origins rooted more significantly in management than in the advancements in computer technology (Dickson, Benbasat, and King 1982). Seminal works like Barnard (1971) and Simon (1976) among others have placed a significant importance on the decision-making capabilities of organizations and the information requirements for this decision-making. Galbraith (1974) presented a view of organizations as information processing entities. It was proposed that greater the task uncertainty, greater the amount of information that must be processed among decision makers in order to achieve a given level of performance. The importance of information in organizational decision-making, and critical evaluation and research of information processing capabilities of organizations is widely acknowledged and accepted.

Kuhn (1970), in his seminal book ‘The Structure of Scientific Revolutions’, tried to identify the defining factors of a scientific discipline. His idea of a paradigm, that describes a set of practices in a scientific discipline, was: what is to be observed and scrutinized, the kind of questions that are supposed to be asked and probed for answers in relation to this subject, how these questions are to be put, and how the results of scientific investigations should be interpreted. This definition of a scientific discipline is considered to be monistic and rigid by many social science researchers (e.g., Banville and Landry 1989; Galliers 2003; Huber and McDaniel 1986).

As discussed by Popper (1969), an academic discipline makes progress through refuting and refining theories that explain phenomena that come within its domain. This emphasizes the necessity of first defining what the scope of an academic discipline is. This definition should not be too restrictive as in the Kuhnian sense. Rather it should identify a set of broad concepts that would help in identifying the social problems that fall within the purview of the academic domain. Since most social problems are multidisciplinary in nature, the definition is necessary in order to resolve the grey areas of overlap and to identify which discipline would be the primary discipline and which would be the reference one. This clear definition of boundaries and identification of core concepts is necessary in order to give a direction to ongoing research efforts.

This paper critically reflects the current status of research on IS discipline and tries to comprehend the crisis of establishment of identity that the discipline is facing currently. Some causes are evaluated and consequences of lack of identity are pondered upon.

Crisis in Information Systems Discipline
An academic discipline establishes its identity among other disciplines on the basis of its contribution to the body of knowledge. This contribution comes when the discipline starts creating powerful, general theories about its core theoretical concepts (Popper 1969; Benbasat and Zmud 2003). The identity is corroborated by the rigor with which research is undertaken in the discipline and the relevance of the research topics to the real world (Lee 1991; Benbasat and Zmud 1999; Lytyinen 1999; Lee 1999; Rademacher 2001). This identity of the discipline is further strengthened when some common themes can be clearly seen as characterizing the research problems.

1 In this paper the terms discipline, field, and area are used interchangeably.
Theoretical foundations of IS discipline have been questioned, found not to be so strong and are being thought upon again. From a long term perspective it is essential that foundations be periodically scrutinized as all disciplines must reinvent themselves to keep pace with the changing times. But this in no way undermines the importance of establishing a distinct identity for the discipline.

If an academic discipline lacks in any of the three parameters of core, rigor and relevance, and common theme, then its identity is not very well established and the academia finds it difficult to accept the research output generated by the discipline. This in-turn affects the ability of the discipline to find funding sources for its research endeavors. The lack of identity jeopardizes the career growth prospects of the researchers working in the field. This can have an adverse impact on attracting young, bright researchers to join the discipline.

The crisis faced by IS as an academic discipline is clearly visible from the table 1 below. It shows 15 business schools that featured among top ten in business school ranking by Financial Times, US News, and Business World. As can be seen in the table, only two out of these fifteen business schools have information systems as a core course for graduate level MBA program, rest all others have shifted IS courses to electives. A similar suit was followed two year back at Indian Institute of Management Bangalore when, after a comprehensive review of the graduate course structure, MIS was made an elective course. This reduces the teaching load significantly, thereby making it difficult to justify hiring new faculty members. When the academic job market for fresh PhDs in IS goes down, it will become difficult to attract students for the doctoral programs. This in turn affects the research potential and output from the discipline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University/School</th>
<th>FT 2007</th>
<th>US News 2007</th>
<th>BW 2006</th>
<th>IS as Core Course?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wharton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford University GSB</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern University (Kellogg)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago GSB</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>London Business School</strong></td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan (Ross)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT (Sloan)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia Business School</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insead</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dartmouth College (Tuck)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Berkeley (Haas)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York University (Stern)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University (Fuqua)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale School of Management</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Popper (1969), academic fields make progress through refuting and refining theories that explain phenomena falling under the aegis of the field. One interpretation of this philosophy suggests that a theory is central in legitimizing the IS field. Whitley (1984)² said that theories vary significantly across academic areas in social sciences and no uniform relationship can be established between a given field and a specific theoretical core.

It is perceived that an established identity will imply stability in the set of core characteristics. Another view conceived by Gioia et al (2000) visualizes identity to be relatively fluid and unstable concept. A paradigmatic identity labels the basic assumptions of a researcher’s purpose of activity, the character of the examined object, and the suitable methodology for examining the objects (Scherer 2003). The stability of identity is contained in the stability of these labels that are used to express the identity, but the meaning associated with these labels change rendering the identity to be mutable. They argue that rather than being rigid, identity of an academic discipline should have ‘adaptive instability’ which makes it easier to keep the discipline in tune with the changing environmental conditions. Adaptive instability presuppases the existence of an identity. It is rather a

² As referred in Lyttinen and King (2004).
caution against being rigid and non-receptive to newer ideas and challenges than advocating having no identity at all.

Having established the significance of an established identity for an academic discipline we now try and figure out what is the status of Information Systems discipline on these dimensions.

**Absence of Core IS Theories and Concepts**

The second editor-in-chief of the Journal Information Systems Research, John King, commented on the IS field saying

“...it is arguable that information systems is probably not even a field, but rather an intellectual convocation that arose from the confluence of interests among individuals from many fields who continue to pledge allegiance to those fields through useful ties of many kinds. ...Our leading publications contain many articles that could as easily and appropriately have been published in journals from computer science, applied mathematics, economics, organizational studies, psychology, and so on.”

It is very well acknowledged among the information systems researchers that the IS discipline lacks a set of core concepts and theories relating the concepts that is acceptable to all. Some researchers are in favor of establishing a core paradigm and strictly scrutinizing research topics for confluence with the paradigm. Others argue that this lack of a core provides the discipline with flexibility that fosters new ideas and fields to explore. While a core is required, micro focus on it is potentially dangerous. They contend that establishing a rigid core might kill the ability of the discipline to adapt to rapidly changing environment (Robey 2003; Agarwal and Lucas 2005; Alter 2003a).

Many researchers have attempted to define what the core concepts of IS discipline are and what is the relationship among them (Benbasat and Zmud 2003; Mason and Mitroff 1973; Orlikowski and Iacono 2001; Ives, Hamilton and Davis 1980; Gorry and Scott Morton 1971). The efforts were motivated by the idea that a core will strengthen the IS discipline creating a distinct identity of IS research, will bind the efforts of IS researchers, and set forth the cumulative tradition in IS research. This model of core concepts would put the reliance of IS researchers on the reference disciplines in a clearer focus. We will know exactly what we are borrowing from other discipline and why.

Whinston and Geng (2004) identified that a large gray area of problems exists whose relevance and relation with IS discipline is debatable. This gray area includes problems related to objects that are hard to classify clearly as IT or non-IT artifacts, and the problems that are deeply entrenched into another well-established discipline at the same time. These debatable research topics make the discipline ‘weaker’ as compared to the other ‘mature’ disciplines that have much smaller gray area. A set of core IS concepts and theories acceptable to all will help us reduce this gray area. By establishing links of a new topic with the core we can adjudge its distance from the core and thus decide whether the topic should be representative of IS discipline or it is better suited to be taken under some other discipline.

Benbasat and Zmud (2003) argue that

“... topical diversity can, and has, become problematic in the absence of a set of core properties, or central character, that connotes, in a distinctive manner, the essence of the IS discipline. If influential

---

3 As quoted by Robey (1996).
stakeholders are unable to comprehend the nature, importance, and distinctiveness of the role being served by the IS discipline, these stakeholders are unlikely to acknowledge its legitimacy within the organizational field.”

Weber (1987) too argued that disciplines attain identity and maturity among peers only when they have succeeded in developing at least one powerful, general theory binding the defining concepts of the discipline and when it is recognized that the theory is not very closely related to any other discipline but the owner. Pfeffer warns that without a strong theoretical core we are prone to hostile takeover from within or from outside and whatever we consider distinctive would be irretrievably lost.⁴

Weber (2003) took Benbasat and Zmud’s (2003) argument a step further and cautioned that after identifying core phenomena of IS discipline, we need to check whether the phenomena can be satisfactorily accounted for by the theories provided by other disciplines. If such phenomena and related theories are included in the core, then we will be characterized as a reference-theory discipline forever. In extreme circumstances the IS discipline may be dissolved and merged with the reference disciplines. To prevent this, Hirschheim and Klein (2003) propose developing a Body of Knowledge in information systems.

An attempt was made in Alter (2003b) to pin point the origin of crisis by preparing a cross-tab of seven different types of customers of the IS research and five forms of IS research output. He found that only two of the seven types of customers are creating the crisis and thus a repositioning of boundaries rather than tighter definition is the solution. The analysis fails to consider the relative impact of these customers on the research output, which can seriously alter the findings.

King and Lytytinen (2004) say that irrespective of the status of IS theories, the field has established an identity of its own by consistently focusing on the systematic processing of information in human enterprises. They argue that IS field faces the problem of academic legitimacy and not that of academic identity. In another paper Lytytinen and King (2004) show that the claim that if there is a theoretical core then IS discipline gains legitimacy, is valid but the claim that lack of theoretical core deprives IS discipline of legitimacy, is invalid. They suggest that the IS field needs intellectual discipline in boundary spanning across a ‘market of ideas’ concerning the application of information technology in human enterprises. The theoretical core does not deprive, but its existence does help the discipline gain legitimacy. Therefore we must try and establish an identity for us; legitimacy for the discipline will surely follow.

It is argued that the lack of core theoretical framework gives researchers much more freedom to explore newer areas and makes the discipline richer. But this freedom causes lot more conflicts than the freedom it provides. Most of the IS researcher do not agree on the constituents of the IS discipline and are receptive to conflicting or non-overlapping ideas. Whinston and Geng (2004) describe this situation from the point of the peer review of research. As the number of reviewers increase, it becomes more and more difficult to find a topic acceptable to all of them. This internal policing forces the IS researchers to choose conservative topics. Thus the freedom is, unintentionally, limiting the research.

IS as a discipline, has been in existence for over 30 years now. It is time now that we create theories that are distinctive to IS discipline only and provide us a much stronger foundation that we stand on today. This is not

---

⁴ As quoted by Benbasat and Weber (1996).
going against multidisciplinary research. It just means that we should shun our complete dependence on reference disciplines for every research performed in IS. Rather we borrow theoretical frameworks from other disciplines to corroborate and triangulate our findings. This way we would be working towards strengthening or critically evaluating, questioning the foundations of IS discipline and our research efforts would be useful to us and not to other disciplines. As Baskerville and Myers (2002) feel

“IS has come of age. Perhaps the time has come for IS to become a reference discipline for others.”

**Problem of Rigor and Relevance in IS Research**

Due to the wide variety in the topics researched and methodologies employed, the academia perceives the research outcome of IS discipline to be lacking in academic rigor. In addition the relevance of the topics to the real world and to the central body of knowledge is also questioned. If a topic is highly relevant to practitioners, it is labeled weak academically. If some research is done very rigorously, then its incremental value addition is labeled miniscule. Thus the balance between rigor in research and the relevance of the topic is very important consideration for the acceptance of the research outcome by peers and practitioners alike.

The concept of rigor emerges from the core of positivist beliefs that the reality is objective in nature and must be studied objectively. These objective realities are supposed to yield hard objective facts that when mathematically analyzed, prove the existence of the reality beyond any shadow of doubt. Baroudi and Orlikowski (1989) surveyed leading MIS journals and found that the statistical power of MIS research was substantially below average. In addition, any research that focuses on soft facts and tries to present an interpretive account of the reality was taken to be less rigorous. But the trend is now changing. Interpretive and multidisciplinary research approaches which are more suited for IS research questions (Orlikowski and Baroudi 1991), done rigorously are now widely accepted. This is evident in the rising trend of interpretive research publications in the leading journals. Use of multidisciplinary approach is also on a rise. This triangulates the topic from potential pitfalls and also adds to the rigor in research (Holland 2003). In social sciences, rigor is thought to embrace six elements: properly theorized questions, clearly defined concepts, method appropriate to the question and to the context, good technique involving careful execution, subjected to attempts of ‘disconfirmation’, and open to checking (not replication) (Castleman 2000)\(^5\).

The problem of relevance of research still remains. A research outcome would be relevant if it either adds to the current theoretical frameworks of the discipline or if it solves a real life problem faced by practitioners and improves their work efficiency and effectiveness. A research problem that reconfirms originally established frameworks by fine-tuning some of the variables would indeed be very rigorous, but the value addition from it would be very less. Thus relevance could be taken as cost-benefit analysis of a research topic. More the research outcome is supposed to change theoretical framework or work practices, more relevant the research is. A proper balance between rigor and relevance needs to be struck. Davenport and Markus (1999) suggest accepting the concept of ‘impact frontier’, that is, highly relevant research articles may have the same impact quotient as highly rigorous ones.

![Rigor vs Relevance](image_url)

**Figure 3: Rewarding Rigor and Relevance (Davenport and Markus 1999)**

Academia is generally skeptical about applied research. Many universities do not consider publications in practitioner journals as academic publication when reviewing the performance of academicians. The rigor in IS research is already at question, so IS researcher are forced to take up research topics that score high on rigor but lack relevance to practice. These stakeholders from within the discipline become more important than external stakeholders as they control the advancement of IS researchers and the field as a whole (Hirschheim and Klein

\(^5\) As quoted by Hirschheim and Klein (2003).
The pressure could be stronger for junior IS faculty if they knew that their tenure decision is in hands of non-IS faculties. They would be forced to take up ‘academic’ research and shun all ‘non-academic’ activities. The lack of credibility for IS research among business community is described well by Benbasat and Zmud (1999). They describe the 1995 decision of Society of Information Management (SIM) to stop including a subscription of MIS Quarterly as part of member fees. Very few members continued the subscription that was available now at additional cost. That’s when the leading journal of the discipline, MIS Quarterly, asserts that it adopted different strategies to

“... walk this tight rope between rigor and relevance” (Zmud 1996b).

Even today there is no IS journal that fills this gap of providing literature relevant to practitioners. We do not have any journal that can match Harvard Business Review or Sloan Management Review. The practitioner-oriented magazines available on stands are all technology focused with very little relevant material for information systems manager. They fail to provide an extensive coverage of problems faced by IS practitioners. The number of IS researchers publishing in these is also far too few. Using co-word analysis, Larsen and Levine (2005) found 62 different ‘centers of coherence’ in their study of IS academic journals. They found that evidence of theory building was extremely weak and that a cumulative tradition in IS research as explained by Benbasat and Zmud (1999), was still absent.

Zmud (1996a) expresses frustration over the lack of studies that describe today’s IT management and IT usage contexts. The research topics do not reflect the current ‘buzz’. Benbasat and Zmud (1999) define relevant research to be implementable, synthesizing existing body of research, and stimulating critical thinking. This requires the researcher to acquire a pragmatic rather than academic tone. They provide five explanations for lack of relevance, emphasis on rigor over relevance, lack of a cumulative tradition, dynamism of information technology, limited exposure to relevant contexts, and institutional and political factors. The lack of cumulative tradition again points to absence of core theoretical framework in IS discipline. Prevalence of multiple theoretical paradigms makes it very difficult to assimilate all of them into one and then taking it forward.

In response, Lee (1999) looks at the Kuhnian explanation of inquiry in natural sciences and argues that even if IS researchers look closely at practitioners to identify potential research topics, they might successfully explain only what practitioners are already doing. He says that an academician’s responsibility goes beyond practitioners, to the society in general. Davenport and Markus (1999) suggest that the methods of consultants should be studied closely, improved, and embraced, as they are much faster at identifying practitioner’s needs for research and aim at producing good, if not rigorous research outputs.

Another interesting perspective here is provided in DeSanctis (2003). This paper perceives research to be a process enacted within a community of practice. This view regards a discipline to be more akin to a voluntary association than a formal organization (Knoke and Prensky 1984). DeSanctis argues that for a community of practice, formal structures cannot be dictated but they evolve from the participants’ actions. So, greater focus should be on internal matters than on external legitimacy.

Thus we see that rigor and relevance are important dimensions of quality of research output and strongly related to the perceived identity of a discipline. But rigor and relevance emanates from the research questions posed and researched. The rigor of interpretive methodologies prevalent in IS research is now well acknowledged but we still need to work on producing research outputs that have a greater relevance to academia and practitioner community as well. We need to work on, as Davis (1971) pointed out, ‘interesting’ theories.

The focus on ‘academic’ research helped considerably in gaining legitimacy for IS research from other disciplines, but it has taken the IS researcher away from the field which has been in a constant state of flux due to rapid developments in technology. The IS practitioners accuse IS researchers of not knowing the ground realities rendering the research outcome to be irrelevant for the field. The IS discipline must now think very carefully about the balance between academically relevant and applied research. IS being an applied discipline can’t afford to stay distant from practical problems.

**Fragmented Nature of IS Research**

Rapid advancements in technology are creating newer areas of interest for IS researchers. The discipline has evolved from the study of data processing system to management information system to information system. And now the latest developments in communication technology are changing the research interests to Information and Communication Technology (ICT). This change is not so much related to technology as to usage patterns associated with them (Hirschheim and Klein 2003).

Hirschheim and Klein (2003) believe fragmentation to be the root cause of the potential crisis looming on IS field. Banville and Landry (1989) feel IS to be essentially pluralistic scientific field, especially in view of its
vocational character. They call IS to be a ‘fragmented adhocracy’ and perceive it to be a major strength of the field.

Dahlbom (1996) identified four distinct stages of computer technology use. Starting as computing machines, they were used as information systems by 60’s for their capability to handle large amounts of data. In the next stage personal computing came and with client-server technology changed the way coordination and cooperation activities were performed. Finally with the advent of Internet, computer became a medium to communicate, educate, and entertain as well.

The variety of issues taken to be critical in information systems management has been captured very well in the surveys done by Niederman, Brancheau, and Wetherbe (1991). Their survey when compared to two earlier surveys done jointly by Society for Information Management (SIM) and MIS Research Center (MISRC), University of Minnesota, presents a clear picture of the diverse interests prevalent in IS research. They found that over the decade of 1980, three issues were replaced from the list of top ten critical issues at the beginning of the decade, by the decade end; two were replaced in the third quadrant while one new issue made it to top ten in the last quadrant of the decade. The issues themselves vary over information architecture, IS-organization alignment, competitive advantage, organizational learning, IS human resources, etc. If a similar study is done today, we will definitely see a large churn of topics again. A keyword classification scheme developed by Barki et al (1993) found nine different classes of keywords from IS research literature.

As already pointed that IS discipline is inherently pluralistic, is this diversity in problems researched, good for the discipline? It is argued that diversity expands the discipline’s foundation and attracts good people (Robey 1996). But for this diversity to remain IS researchers must bear the responsibility of ‘disciplined methodological pluralism’ (Landry and Banville 1992) and clearly justify their research aims, theories, and methods. Towards extreme Robey (1996) called the efforts of unification to build institutional legitimacy as resorting to political tacit.

Benbasat and Weber (1996) consider diversity to be harmful for the long-term viability of IS as a discipline. Diversity they defined as diversity in problems addressed, theoretical foundations that guide our research, and methods used on data collection and analysis. While agreeing that diversity helped improve rigor, they feel that the diversity now threatens the existence of IS discipline.

Considering the dimensions of diversity as mentioned by Benbasat and Weber (1996), we can argue that the dimensions have different impacts. Diversity in methods employed for collection and analysis of data in fact should be sought after as it improves the rigor in research greatly. A multidisciplinary approach triangulates the dimensions have different impacts. Diversity in methods employed for collection and analysis of data in fact.

Diversity in theoretical foundations adopted highlights the over dependence of IS researchers on the reference disciplines for frameworks to analyze research topics. Since we do not have any theoretical framework to call our own, we rely on borrowing them from other disciplines. This is not a problem if done for adding rigor to the research. The borrowing should be done when the analysis of the research topic remains incomplete using the theories belonging to the discipline. When this practice becomes common, researchers will not try the hard work required to build theories for the discipline. They will take the easy way out and borrow a framework from a reference discipline. Thus the research would strengthen the reference discipline at the cost of efforts of an IS researcher. In this the IS discipline stands to lose. Borrowing frameworks is also acceptable at least when all researchers agree upon the core theoretical concepts defining the discipline. Benbasat and Weber (1996) quote Jeffery Pfeffer saying

“... disagreement in theoretical approaches and even methodology will not prove detrimental as long as there is some agreement about what the fundamental questions or issues are and as long as there are some agreed upon ways of resolving theoretical and methodological disputes.”
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When all research frameworks of IS discipline are borrowed from other disciplines, anyone can raise objections about inclusion of that research to IS discipline, as it generally happens, and we find it very difficult to defend ourselves. This diversity in theoretical frameworks raises serious questions on the existence of the IS discipline itself. Why should the IS discipline exist? Why should it not be dissolved and the IS researchers and academicians be included in the reference disciplines they have been working with? The answers to these questions are neither easy nor short. As identified by Benbasat and Zmud (2003), we lack cognitive legitimacy and thus have to resort every now and then to the socio-political legitimacy we gained by piggybacking the advents of information technology. Thus universities will continue the IS departments and run IS degree programs, but the legitimacy of the output from these departments will always be questioned.

Conclusion

Information Systems as an academic discipline has come a long way. The debate on whether and to what extent IS discipline is facing a crisis and what are the characteristics of this crisis is an extensive and ongoing topic. Information Systems as a discipline is at a crucial stage where it needs to consider its future development very carefully and take concrete actions to secure it. Thanks to information and communication technology advancing by leaps and bounds, IS departments are a part of every major university. At the same time, IS courses are disappearing from core curriculum. This puts pressure on IS faculty to work hard and smart to gain legitimacy among management researchers, academics, and practitioners.

The IS discipline as of now neither has neither a concrete theoretical foundation nor any theories and concepts that are accepted by all IS researchers as forming the core. There are arguments on both sides as to whether this lack of core is good or bad for the discipline. Lack of core has lead to great diversity in topics researched by the community. On the other hand it has made it difficult to fathom for most IS faculty members. This diversity in turn makes the discipline less intelligible for members of other disciplines. Due to this variety the research output of the IS community are also questioned, considered less rigorous, and their relevance to academia and practitioners is doubted. Per contra, some researchers consider it to be an opportunity to carry out rigorous research and argue that IS should religiously guard this diversity.

Weighing both sides carefully we conclude that IS discipline lacks an identity and this could have adverse effects on the members of the community in terms of academic career advancements and future prospects. It also acts as a deterrent for prospective members from joining the community. Due to the discontinuity in transferring knowledge created by IS academia to all the IS practitioners, the sources of funding for IS research efforts are few and they too are in jeopardy. Thus it is necessary that IS community, researchers and practitioners alike, to come together and define an identity for ourselves.
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